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Making Sense of Science
Electronic Inspection Copy available for instructors here The first edition of Making Sense of Management set out to provide
a fresh perspective on management that was both broad and critical, exploring how the disruptive and constructive
potential of critical theory can be realized in organizations. Along the way, it has proven to be a landmark contribution to
critical management studies. As well as setting the agenda for current research, this revised edition has been written to
appeal to a broader readership and open up critical theory for the general management student. New sections on HRM,
brands, identity, ethics and leadership have been fully developed alongside the rest of the text to reflect the current state
of play in critical management studies. The second edition of Making Sense of Management will be of interest to students
and researchers in critical management studies and students on general management courses with a critical perspective.

Making Sense of the Dollar
Health, illness and disease are topics well-suited to interdisciplinary inquiry. This book brings together scholars from around
the world who share an interest in and a commitment to bridging the traditional boundaries of inquiry. We hope that this
book begins new conversations that will situate health in broader socio-cultural contexts and establish connections between
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health, illness and disease and other socio-political issues. This book is the outcome of the first global conference on Making
Sense of: Health, Illness and Disease, held at St Catherine's College, Oxford, in June 2002. The selected papers pursue a
range of topics from the cultural significance of narratives of health, illness and disease to healing practices in
contemporary society as well as patients' illness experiences.

Making Sense of Intellectual Capital
"Published in partnership with NSTA press, National Science Teachers Association"--Cover.

Making Sense of Science: Energy
For four decades, Herbert J. Gans has been one of the leading sociologists in the United States. His writing on American
communities, culture, and ethnicity have been widely read here and elsewhere, and his incisive analyses of antipoverty
policy and other social policies have been influential in many policy analysis offices and government agencies. This new
collection of Gans's scholarly and other writings, including excerpts from his most prominent ethnographic books, The
Urban Villagers, The Levittowners, and Deciding What's News, will be a thought-provoking resource for social scientists,
students, and all those who care about America.

Making Sense of Data I
How can you appreciate Shakespeare when you have no idea what he’s saying?! If you’ve ever sat down with the Bard and
found yourself scratching your head at words like Quondam, Younker, or Ebon then this bundled book is just for you! Inside
you will find a comprehensive study guide, a biography about the life and times of Shakespeare, and a modern retelling
(along with the original text) of Shakespeare’s Measure for Measure. Each section of this book may also be purchased
individually.

Making Sense
The first book to offer a comprehensive and academically sound review and evaluation of 25 existing methods for valuing
intangible resources, this book then relates six case studies using a method developed by the author. Includes a do-ityourself toolkit for valuing intangible resources.

Why the Bible Makes Sense
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This book explores children's social relationships in and out of the classroom. Chapters focus on the growing importance of
children's friendships and how these influence social participation and development later on in life. Issues such as peer
rejection, bullying and adolescent development are analysed from both psychological and sociological perspectives. The
book concludes with a re-examination of cultural concepts of childhood, child development and the nature of children's
autonomy.

Making Sense of the Social World
This self-instructional manual on the interpretation and use of epidemiologic data deals with the basic concepts and skills
needed for the appraisal of published reports or one's own findings. Applications in clinical medicine, public health,
community medicine, and research are all taken into consideration. Making Sense of Data is designed as a workbook of
short exercises and instructional self-tests that introduce fundamental approaches and procedures in data interpretation
and develop competency in working with epidemiologic tools. Basic concepts are presented in the first section, which also
demonstrates the step-by-step assessment of data. The next section discusses rates and other simple measures, and the
third shows how to judge their accuracy. Section IV and V deal with more complex issues of associations between variables
and the appraisal of cause-effect relationships. Section VI deals with meta-analysis (the critical review and integration of the
findings from separate studies) and section VII with the questions to be asked before deciding to apply study results in
practice. Numerous changes have been made in this edition, including the addition of a section on the practical application
of epidemiological findings, discussions of new topics (Cox proportional hazards regression, qualitative studies, ROC
curves), and fresh examples.

Making Sense of Measure for Measure! a Students Guide to Shakespeare's Play (Includes
Study Guide, Biography, and Modern Retelli
The message of this book is a simple one: children learn to draw by acquiring increasingly complex and effective drawing
rules. In this regard, learning to draw is like learning a language, and as with language children use these rules creatively,
making infinite use of finite means. Learning to draw is thus, like learning a language, one of the major achievements of the
human mind. Theories of perception developed in the second half of the 20th century enable us to construct a new theory
of children's drawings that can account for their many strange features. Earlier accounts contained valuable insights, but
recent advances in the fields of language, vision, philosophy, and artificial intelligence now make it possible to resolve the
many contradictions and confusions inherent in these early writings. John Willats has written a book that is accessible to
psychologists, artists, primary and junior schoolteachers, and parents of both gifted and normal children.
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Making Sense
Has the greenback really lost its preeminent place in the world? Not according to currency expert Marc Chandler, who
explains why so many are—wrongly—pessimistic about both the dollar and the U.S. economy. Making Sense of the Dollar
explores the many factors—trade deficits, the dollar’s role in the world, globalization, capitalism, and more—that affect the
dollar and the U.S. economy and lead to the inescapable conclusion that both are much stronger than many people
suppose. Marc Chandler has been covering the global capital markets for twenty years as a foreign exchange strategist for
several Wall Street firms. He is one of the most widely respected and quoted currency experts today.

Making Sense of Taste
This book addresses the isues of Data Analysis and SPC in a service setting. Emphasis is give to three basic questions of
quality improvement: What do you want to accomplish? By what method? How will you know? 130 Examples and Case
Histories from real businesses are used to illustrate the concepts. Readers discover where to start, what to measure, how to
measure it, how to understand the measurement.

Making Sense of Tantric Buddhism
Updated, revised and enhanced with new features, the fifth edition of Making Sense of Sports is the biggest and strongest
yet. Ellis Cashmore's unique multidisciplinary approach to the study of sports remains the only introduction to combine
anthropology, biology, economics, history, philosophy, psychology and sociology with cultural and media studies to produce
a distinct unbroken vision of the origins, development and current state of sports. New chapters on exercise culture and the
moral climate of sports support a thoroughly overhauled text that includes fresh material on Islam, sports commerce and
corruption. Now packed with teaching supplements, including access to a dedicated online resource headquarters with
video podcasts of twenty-one chapter outlines from the author (http://tinyurl.com/373oyvr), online quizzes, and an
additional twenty-first chapter on depression and mental health in sports and exercise, the new edition contains a
cornucopia of thought boxes, as well as guides to further reading, capsule explanations and model essays. In short, Making
Sense of Sports is an all-purpose introduction to the study of sports.

Making Sense of Evolution
Making Sense of Dying and Death
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This comprehensive professional development course for grades 6–8 science teachers provides all the necessary
ingredients for building a scientific way of thinking in teachers and students, focusing on science content, inquiry, and
literacy. Teachers who participate in this course learn to facilitate hands-on science lessons, support evidence-based
discussions, and develop students' academic language and reading and writing skills in science, along with the habits of
mind necessary for sense making and scientific reasoning. Force and Motion for Teachers of Grades 6–8consists of five core
sessions: Session 1: Motion Session 2: Change in Motion Session 3: Acceleration and Force Session 4: Force Session 5:
Acceleration and Mass The materials include everything needed to effectively lead this course with ease: Facilitator Guide
with extensive support materials and detailed procedures that allow staff developers to successfully lead a course Teacher
Book with teaching, science, and literacy investigations, along with a follow-up component,Looking at Student Work™,
designed to support ongoing professional learning communities CD with black line masters of all handouts and charts to
support group discussion and sense making, course participation certificates, student work samples, and other materials
that can be reproduced for use with teachers

Making Sense of a Suffering World
Taste, perhaps the most intimate of the five senses, has traditionally been considered beneath the concern of philosophy,
too bound to the body, too personal and idiosyncratic. Yet, in addition to providing physical pleasure, eating and drinking
bear symbolic and aesthetic value in human experience, and they continually inspire writers and artists. Carolyn Korsmeyer
explains how taste came to occupy so low a place in the hierarchy of senses and why it is deserving of greater philosophical
respect and attention. Korsmeyer begins with the Greek thinkers who classified taste as an inferior, bodily sense; she then
traces the parallels between notions of aesthetic and gustatory taste that were explored in the formation of modern
aesthetic theories. She presents scientific views of how taste actually works and identifies multiple components of taste
experiences. Turning to taste's objects—food and drink—she looks at the different meanings they convey in art and
literature as well as in ordinary human life and proposes an approach to the aesthetic value of taste that recognizes the
representational and expressive roles of food. Korsmeyer's consideration of art encompasses works that employ food in
contexts sacred and profane, that seek to whet the appetite and to keep it at bay; her selection of literary vignettes ranges
from narratives of macabre devouring to stories of communities forged by shared eating.

Making Sense of Research
This volume demystifies science studies and bridges the divide between social theory and the sociology of science.

Making Numbers Make Sense
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Test-based accountability systems that attach high stakes to standardized test results have raised a number of issues on
educational assessment and accountability. Do these high-stakes tests measure student achievement accurately? How can
policymakers and educators attach the right consequences to the results of these tests? And what kinds of tradeoffs do
these testing policies introduce? This book responds to the growing emphasis on high-stakes testing and offers
recommendations for more-effective test-based accountability systems.

Making Sense of Construction Improvement
Develop students' number sense and mathematical understanding with these hands-on lessons exploring place value,
statistics, mesurement, estimation, calculators, computation, and problem solving. Lessons can supplement your existing
curriculum or form the basis for a new one. This book includes blackline masters, instructional techniques, and school-wide
projects.

Making Sense of Factor Analysis
What ideas do children hold about the natural world? How do these ideas affect their learning of science? Young learners
bring to the classroom knowledge and ideas about many aspects of the natural world constructed from their experiences of
education and from outside school. These ideas contribute to subsequent learning, and research has shown that teaching of
science is unlikely to be effective unless it takes learners’ perspectives into account. Making Sense of Secondary Science
provides a concise, accessible summary of international research into learners’ ideas about science, presenting evidencebased insight into the conceptions that learners hold, before and even despite teaching. With expert summaries from
across the science domains, it covers research findings from life and living processes, materials and their properties and
physical processes This classic text is essential reading for all trainee secondary, elementary and primary school science
teachers, as well as those researching the science curriculum and science methods, who want to deepen their
understanding of how learners think and to use these insights to inform teaching strategies. It also provides a baseline for
researchers wishing to investigate contemporary influences on children’s ideas and to study the persistence of these
conceptions. Both components of Making Sense of Secondary Science – this book and the accompanying teacher’s resource
file, Making Sense of Secondary Science: Support materials for teachers - were developed as a result of a collaborative
project between Leeds City Council Department of Education and the Children’s Learning in Science Research Group at the
University of Leeds, UK.

Making Sense, Making Worlds
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Book is unique in being written for people who want to be able to make sense of published studies, or embark on their own
studies, without getting bogged down by the details of how to use specific methods.

Making Sense of Sports
All students undertaking pre-registration nursing qualifications are required to complete a portfolio as part of their formal
assessment. This book is pitched at introductory level and provides a guide to the context of portfolio development and it's
importance not just to assessment but to the patient experience.

Making Sense of Statistics in Healthcare
This is a critical introduction to the use of statistical methods in social research. It aims to improve students’ statistical
literacy, with the ultimate goal of turning them into competent researchers. It includes discussion of the conceptual
foundation of statistical methods. The logic of each statistical method or procedure is explained, and statistical techniques
and procedures are presented as a way of illuminating the underlying logic behind the symbols.

Making Sense of Anarchism
This book is for practitioners at all levels, from teachers making site-specific decisions to administrators making schoolwide
and policy decisions.

Making Sense of Social Development
Designed specifically for students in the social sciences, this useful guide outlines the basic principles of grammar,
punctuation, usage, as well as discusses research design, theory, measurement, and argument.

Making Sense of Women's Lives
`This book is a "must read" for all students of health psychology, and will be of considerable interest and value to others
interested in the field. The discipline has not involved itself with the central issues of this book so far, but Radley has now
brought this material together in an accessible way, offering important new perspectives, and directions for the discipline.
This book goes a long way towards making sense for, and of, health psychology' - Journal of Health Psychology What are
people's beliefs about health? What do they do when they feel ill? Why do they go to the doctor? How do they live with
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chronic disease? This introduction to the social psychology of health and illness addresses these and other questions about
how people make sense of illness in everyday life, either alone or with the help of others. Alan Radley reviews findings from
medical sociology, health psychology and medical anthropology to demonstrate the relevance of social and psychological
explanations to questions about disease and its treatment. Topics covered include: illness, the patient and society; ideas
about health and staying healthy; recognizing symptoms and falling ill; and the healing relationship: patients, nurses and
doctors. The author also presents a critical account of related issues - stress, health promotion and gender differences.

Making Sense Of Nursing Portfolios: A Guide For Students
Praise for the First Edition “a well-written book on data analysis and data mining that provides an excellent foundation”
—CHOICE “This is a must-read book for learning practical statistics and data analysis” —Computing Reviews.com A proven
go-to guide for data analysis, Making Sense of Data I: A Practical Guide to Exploratory Data Analysis and Data Mining,
Second Edition focuses on basic data analysis approaches that are necessary to make timely and accurate decisions in a
diverse range of projects. Based on the authors’ practical experience in implementing data analysis and data mining, the
new edition provides clear explanations that guide readers from almost every field of study. In order to facilitate the needed
steps when handling a data analysis or data mining project, a step-by-step approach aids professionals in carefully
analyzing data and implementing results, leading to the development of smarter business decisions. The tools to
summarize and interpret data in order to master data analysis are integrated throughout, and the Second Edition also
features: Updated exercises for both manual and computer-aided implementation with accompanying worked examples
New appendices with coverage on the freely available TraceisTM software, including tutorials using data from a variety of
disciplines such as the social sciences, engineering, and finance New topical coverage on multiple linear regression and
logistic regression to provide a range of widely used and transparent approaches Additional real-world examples of data
preparation to establish a practical background for making decisions from data Making Sense of Data I: A Practical Guide to
Exploratory Data Analysis and Data Mining, Second Edition is an excellent reference for researchers and professionals who
need to achieve effective decision making from data. The Second Edition is also an ideal textbook for undergraduate and
graduate-level courses in data analysis and data mining and is appropriate for cross-disciplinary courses found within
computer science and engineering departments.

Making Sense of Test-Based Accountability in Education
Can we make sense of anarchism or is that an oxymoron? Guided by the principle that someone else's rationality is not an
empirical finding but a methodological presumption, this book addresses that question as it investigates the ideas and
action of one of the most prominent and underrated anarchists of all times: the Italian, Errico Malatesta.
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Making Sense of Illness
"Making Sense of the Social World, Fourth Edition is an engaging and student-friendly introduction to social research for
students who need to understand methodologies and results, but who may never conduct research themselves. It provides
a balanced treatment of qualitative and quantitative methods, integrating substantive examples and research techniques
throughout. All essential elements of social research methods are covered, including validity, causation, experimental and
quasi-experimental design, and techniques of analysis. Additionally, it is written in a less formal style to make concepts
more accessible to students, and it includes wide-ranging, practical exercises drawn from every experience to help students
get hands-on with the material."--pub. desc.

Making Sense of Data
Making Sense of Tantric Buddhism fundamentally rethinks the nature of the transgressive theories and practices of the
Buddhist Tantric traditions, challenging the notion that the Tantras were "marginal" or primitive and situating them
instead—both ideologically and institutionally—within larger trends in mainstream Buddhist and Indian culture. Critically
surveying prior scholarship, Wedemeyer exposes the fallacies of attributing Tantric transgression to either the passions of
lusty monks, primitive tribal rites, or slavish imitation of Saiva traditions. Through comparative analysis of modern historical
narratives—that depict Tantrism as a degenerate form of Buddhism, a primal religious undercurrent, or medieval
ritualism—he likewise demonstrates these to be stock patterns in the European historical imagination. Through close
analysis of primary sources, Wedemeyer reveals the lived world of Tantric Buddhism as largely continuous with the Indian
religious mainstream and deploys contemporary methods of semiotic and structural analysis to make sense of its seemingly
repellent and immoral injunctions. Innovative, semiological readings of the influential Guhyasamaja Tantra underscore the
text's overriding concern with purity, pollution, and transcendent insight—issues shared by all Indic religions—and a largescale, quantitative study of Tantric literature shows its radical antinomianism to be a highly managed ritual observance
restricted to a sacerdotal elite. These insights into Tantric scripture and ritual clarify the continuities between South Asian
Tantrism and broader currents in Indian religion, illustrating how thoroughly these "radical" communities were integrated
into the intellectual, institutional, and social structures of South Asian Buddhism.

Making Sense of Children's Drawings
The goal of this book is to help you understand and make the most out of your times of hurt and pain. God uses suffering as
a powerful tool to develop character, compassion, humility, faith, perseverance, and even prepare you for how you may
serve God in heaven. It is my prayer that you will be encouraged, enlightened, and educated, so you can make sense out of
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“why God allows suffering.” Get ready to discover the vast scriptural details in the lives of the biblical characters, the truths
God revealed to them in the Bible that deal with suffering and what they were inspired to say about their trials and
tribulations. Along with that you’ll see the way suffering has influenced my perspective and how my faith in God and His
Word has prepared me to live a blessed and productive life. Ken Dignan is an ordained minister involved in vocational
ministry since 1976. He and his wife, Joni, have 4 sons: Andrew (wife Jodi), Patrick (wife Jennifer), the late Ryan, and Britt
Stephen, and two granddaughters. He is a polio survivor, author, and founder of ’Til Healing Comes Ministries.

Making Sense of Data
The book sets out deliberately to challenge the current construction improvement debate and the way in which it is
conducted. It confronts the supposedly neutral nature of construction 'best practice' and demonstrates that that the
advocated recipes seldom stand up to critical scrutiny. It further argues that commonly accepted components of best
practice such as lean construction, partnering and collaborative working rarely live up to the claims made on their behalf.
Such recipes invariably suffer from definitional vagueness, and are constantly reinterpreted to suit the needs the different
audiences. Making Sense of Construction Improvement argues that construction sector improvement techniques cannot be
understood in terms of their substantive content, and are best understood in terms of the rhetoric within which they are
presented. The author also contends that the persuasiveness of such recipes depends upon the extent to which
practitioners can adopt them for the purposes of making sense of the changes they observe happening around them. To be
accepted as 'best practice' construction improvement techniques must also resonate with broader agendas of sociotechnological change. The author charts how the best practice debate has developed from the aftermath of the Second
World War through to the election of David Cameron's coalition government in 2010. Attention is given to the way in which
the improvement debate throughout the 1960s and 70s was shaped by the broader aspirations of the post-war social
consensus and the associated desire for a centrally planned economy. Attention thereafter is given to the way the
construction sector was radically re-shaped by the advent of the enterprise culture. The privatisation of the sector's client
base, coupled with the withdrawal of the state as a provider of mass housing, caused a significant and long-lasting shift in
the construction landscape. Private sector clients similarly experienced extensive downsizing while outsourcing their
procurement capabilities. Such strategies were frequently justified by mobilising the rhetoric of business process reengineering (BPR). Contracting firms simultaneously faced unpredictable workloads and increasing market competition. In
response, the sector at large chose to base their competitive advantage on leanness and agility. Hence the emergence of
the hollowed-out firm as the dominant form of organising. These structural trends combined to provide the backcloth to the
industry improvement agenda throughout the 1980s and 1990s. Making Sense of Construction Improvement argues that
the popularity of improvement recipes such as partnering, collaborative working and integrated teams can be understood
as strategies for overcoming the loss of control associated with downsizing and outsourcing. In contrast to other textbooks,
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Making Sense of Construction Improvement does not offer advice on how to manage construction projects more effectively;
the aim is rather to understand the forces which have shaped the construction sector improvement agenda over time.

Making Sense of Secondary Science
There’s a reason the Bible has stood the test of time—actually, many reasons. And Why the Bible Makes Sense explains just
why you can trust God’s Word. Here are 75 easy-to-read entries on why the Bible as we know it is trustworthy—from its
origin as a written (not oral) record, to the care professional scribes used in copying the texts, to the fulfillment of Old
Testament prophecies, to the confirmation of the Dead Sea Scrolls. And then there are the teachings—the highest moral
aspirations on earth. Find out here why the Bible makes sense. . . as history, as ultimate truth, as guide for life.

Making Sense of Virtual Risks
Making Sense of Factor Analysis: The Use of Factor Analysis for Instrument Development in Health Care Research presents
a straightforward explanation of the complex statistical procedures involved in factor analysis. Authors Marjorie A. Pett,
Nancy M. Lackey, and John J. Sullivan provide a step-by-step approach to analyzing data using statistical computer
packages like SPSS and SAS. Emphasizing the interrelationship between factor analysis and test construction, the authors
examine numerous practical and theoretical decisions that must be made to efficiently run and accurately interpret the
outcomes of these sophisticated computer programs.

Making Sense of Science
Making Sense of Evolution explores contemporary evolutionary biology, focusing on the elements of theories—selection,
adaptation, and species—that are complex and open to multiple possible interpretations, many of which are incompatible
with one another and with other accepted practices in the discipline. Particular experimental methods, for example, may
demand one understanding of “selection,” while the application of the same concept to another area of evolutionary biology
could necessitate a very different definition. Spotlighting these conceptual difficulties and presenting alternate theoretical
interpretations that alleviate this incompatibility, Massimo Pigliucci and Jonathan Kaplan intertwine scientific and
philosophical analysis to produce a coherent picture of evolutionary biology. Innovative and controversial, Making Sense of
Evolution encourages further development of the Modern Synthesis and outlines what might be necessary for the continued
refinement of this evolving field.

Making Sense of America
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Fiction is fascinating. All it provides us with is black letters on white pages, yet while we read we do not have the impression
that we are merely perceiving abstract characters. Instead, we see the protagonists before our inner eye and hear their
voices. Descriptions of sumptuous meals make our mouths water, we feel physically repelled by depictions of violence or
are aroused by the erotic details of sexual conquests. We submerge ourselves in the fictional world that no longer stays on
the paper but comes to life in our imagination. Reading turns into an out-of-the-body experience or, rather, an in-anotherbody experience, for we perceive the portrayed world not only through the protagonist's eyes but also through his ears,
nose, tongue, and skin. In other words, we move through the literary text as if through a virtual reality.~ How does
literature achieve this trick? How does it turn mere letters into vividly experienced worlds? This study argues that
techniques of sensuous writing contribute decisively to bringing the text to life in the reader's imagination. In detailed
interpretations of British novels of the 1980s and 1990s by writers such as John Berger, John Banville, Salman Rushdie,
Jeanette Winterson, or J. M. Coetzee, it uncovers literary strategies for turning the sensuous experience into words and for
conveying it to the reader, demonstrating how we make sense in, and of, literature. Both readers interested in the
contemporary novel and in the sensuousness of the reading experience will profit from this innovative study that not only
analyses the interest of contemporary authors in the senses but also pin-points literary entry points for the sensuous force
of reading.

Making Sense of Management
Making Sense of Women's Lives presents a wide range of writings about women's lives in the United States. Michele Plott
and Lauri Umansky have drawn on their experiences as both students and professors to assemble the collection. Seeking to
provide as full a sampling from a diverse and intellectually vibrant field as one volume permits, the editors have also
chosen writing that makes an enjoyable read. A few of the selections here represent the undisputed 'classics' of the field.
More of them constitute simply the works, drawn from academic and nonacademic sources alike, that could make a
difference in understanding what it means to be female in America.

Making Sense of Salvation
Making Sense utilises art practice as a pro-active way of thinking that helps us to make sense of the world. It does this by
developing an applied understanding of how we can use art as a method of healing and as a critical method of research.
Drawing from poststructuralist philosophy, psychoanalysis, arts therapies, and the creative processes of a range of
contemporary artists, the book appeals to the fields of art theory, the arts therapies, aesthetics and art practice, whilst it
opens the regenerative affects of art-making to everyone. It does this by proposing the agency of 'transformative
therapeutics', which defines how art helps us to make sense of the world, by activating, nourishing and understanding a
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particular world view or situation therein. The purpose of the book is to question and understand how and why art has this
facility and power, and make the creative and healing properties of certain modes of expression widely accessible, practical
and useful.

Making Sense of Data
With clear writing—technical terms kept to a minimum—and a contemporary approach, emphasizing how each doctrine
should be understood and applied by present-day Christians, Making Sense of Salvation explores God’s common grace to
redeem those who will be saved, and to demonstrate his goodness, mercy, justice, and glory. Topics include but are not
limited to the order of salvation—from God’s choice of people to be saved to the chosen people receiving a resurrection
body; effective calling—the act of God the father speaking through the human proclamation of the gospel to summons
people to himself in saving faith; regeneration—a secret act of God in which he imparts new spiritual life to us; and
glorification—when Christ returns and raises from the dead the bodies of all believers for all time who have died. Written in
a friendly tone, appealing to the emotions and the spirit as well as the intellect, Making Sense of Salvation helps readers
overcome wrong ideas, make better decisions on new questions, and grow as Christians.

Making Sense of Statistical Methods in Social Research
Along with the rise of digital games over the past decades came an increased interest in using games for other purposes
than entertainment. Although a few successes are known, much research seems to suggest little evidence for games
advantages. Existing literature claims that more comprehensive, rigorous, and innovative studies are needed to investigate
the effective design and use of games.To contribute to this emerging field, the author investigated the case of Levee
Patroller. The target audience of this game, levee patrollers, are considered the eyes and ears of the Dutch water
authorities. They inspect levees and report any risks

Making Sense
Nicholas Onuf is a leading scholar in international relations and introduced constructivism to international relations, coining
the term constructivism in his book World of Our Making (1989). He was featured as one of twelve scholars featured in Iver
B. Neumann and Ole Wæver, eds., The Future of International Relations: Masters in the Making? (1996); and featured in
Martin Griffiths, Steven C. Roach and M. Scott Solomon, Fifty Key Thinkers in International Relations, 2nd ed. (2009). This
powerful collection of essays clarifies Onuf’s approach to international relations and makes a decisive contribution to the
debates in IR concerning theory. It embeds the theoretical project in the wider horizon of how we understand ourselves and
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the world. Onuf updates earlier themes and his general constructivist approach, and develops some newer lines of
research, such as the work on metaphors and the re-grounding in much more Aristotle than before. A complement to the
author’s groundbreaking book of 1989, World of Our Making, this tightly argued book draws extensively from philosophy
and social theory to advance constructivism in International Relations. Making Sense, Making Worlds will be vital reading for
students and scholars of international relations, international relations theory, social theory and law.
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